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Ganesh Jayanti (literally "Ganesha's birthday"), a.k.a. Magha shukla chaturthi, Tilkund
chaturthi, and Varad chaturthi, is a Hindu celebration. This occasion celebrates the birth hrs of
day of Ganesha, the lord of extremity.
It is a prominent celebration specifically in the Indian make a clean breast of Maharashtra and
it is plus commemorated in goa held throughout the shukla paksha chaturthi day (fourth
daylight of the glossy fortnight or the waxing moon) in the month of Maagha according to
almanac, which corresponds to the Gregorian manual month of January/February.
The difference together in the midst of the Ganesh Jayanti as well as the more prominent, as
quickly as tip to pan-Indian Ganesh Chaturthi event is that the latter festival is observed in the
month of August/September (Bhadrapada Hindu month). According to one practice, Ganesh
Chaturthi is plus taken into consideration as the birthday celebration of Ganesha.
This event of Ganesha is along with known as as the Tilo Chauth or Sakat Chauthis in Uttar
Pradesh, where Ganesha is invoked in description to behalf of the kid of a intimates. It is
phase make referred to as Tilkund chaturthi in Maharashtra.
Satisfied Ganesh Chaturthi Wishes & Quotes
Desiring you joy as large as Ganesha's.
cravings life is long.
as his trunk difficulty as tiny as his mouse.
and also minutes Happy Ganesh Chaturthi Wishes & Quotes as wonderful.
as his laddus sending you wishes on Ganesha chaturthi!
GANPATI BAPPA MORAIYA!
Aapka sukh ganesh ke pet dog jitna bada ho,.
Aapka dukh chuhe jesa chota ho,.
Aapki life ganeshji ke soond jitni lambi ho,.
Aapke bol modak jaise mithe ho.
GANPATI BAPPA MORAIYA!
Harida-- Golden tinted.
Alampata-- Infinite Lord.
Ganapati-- Lord of all Gods.
Siddhidata-- Giver of Success.
Eshanputra-- Kid of Lord Shiva.
Nideeshwaram-- Bestower of Treasures & Treasures.
Avighna-- Cleaner of all difciculties & barriers.
May Lord Ganesha in all His manifestations showers His finest blessings on you!
GANPATI BAPPA MORAIYA!
Wishing that Lord Ganesha ...
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fills your house with ...
Prosperity & lot of money ...
Ideal wishes on Ganesh Chatrurthi.
GANPATI BAPPA MORAIYA!
Celebrate Ganesha Chaturthi the Festival of Lord Ganesha.
Spread the message of sincerity as well as love.
via this world.
on this particular day when Lord Ganesha rose.
on this planet to eliminate evil.
GANPATI BAPPA MORAIYA!
O Ganapati Bappa, Hamari.
Pujaon ko Hardik rup se.
swekar karo aur hum sab ka.
manno kamnaya pure karo!
satisfied vinayaka chaturthi!
With the blessings of.
LORD GANAPATI ... ... may you obtain success.
in all your ventures!
Pleased Ganesh Chaturthi!
I desire you.
HAPPY GANESH CHATURTHI!
AND.
I hope to god for your.
thriving life.
might you locate all the.
thrills of life,.
may your all desires.
happened.
Lord Ganesha is our coach and guard.
May he improve your life.
BY constantly giving you excellent.
starts and also getting rid of.
barriers from your life!
HAPPY GANESH CHATURTHI!
May the.
Lords.
blessings.
Make Good luck luster.
on you.



Constantly ...
SATISFIED GANESH CHATURTHI!
May Ganapati showers.
you ... with success.
in all your endeavors.
SATISFIED GANESH CHATURTHI!
May the power of Deva Shree.
Ganesha, Destroy all your.
Sorrows, Enahance your joy,.
And create benefits all.
Around you.Jai Shri Ganpati Bappa.
Morya ...!
SATISFIED GANESH CHATURTHI!
Aate bade dhoom _ se ganpati ji,.
jaate bade dh@om se _ ganpati ji,.
aakhir sabse pahale aakar, ...
logo ke dilon me bas jate hai ganpati ji.
DELIGHTED GANESH CHATURTHI!
This, is a special time when family members,.
As well as close friends obtain with each other, for fun.
Wanting giggling and fun to cheer your days,.
In this cheery season of GANESHA PUJA and also always!
Satisfied Ganesh Puja!
Ganesh ji ka roop nirala hain,.
Chehra bhi kitna bhola bhala h.
Jise bhi aati hain koyi musibat.
Usage inhi ne toh sambhala hain.
SatisfiedGanesh Chaturthi!


